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INTRODUCTION

The 2008 financial crisis wreaked havoc on the U.S. housing market. “At the end of 2010, 23.1 percent of all U.S. homeowners with a mortgage owed more on their homes than [what] their homes were worth.”¹ Responding to the housing crisis, “Congress . . . enacted manifold legislation” starting in 2008.² Congress began by passing the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 (EESA), which allowed the Secretary of the Treasury to enact a plan to reduce foreclosures in the United States by establishing programs to identify and assist homeowners facing impending foreclosures.³ The EESA was drafted with the goal of aiding homeowners and combating economic instability; however, the programs implemented under

³ See Young v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 717 F.3d 224, 228–29 (1st Cir. 2013); 12 U.S.C. § 5219(a)(1) (“To the extent that the Secretary acquires mortgages, mortgage backed securities, and other assets secured by residential real estate, including multifamily housing, the Secretary shall implement a plan that seeks to maximize assistance for homeowners and use the authority of the Secretary to encourage the servicers of the underlying mortgages, considering net present value to the taxpayer, to take advantage of the HOPE for Homeowners Program under section 1715z–23 of this title or other available programs to minimize foreclosures. In addition, the Secretary may use loan guarantees and credit enhancements to facilitate loan modifications to prevent avoidable foreclosures.”).
the act have proven to be more beneficial to banks and financial institutions than to the homeowners themselves.⁴

One such program, the Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP), was established by the Secretary of the Treasury in 2009.⁵ HAMP was the largest program to come out of ESSA.⁶ The Secretary of the Treasury’s central goal in enacting HAMP was to minimize foreclosures.⁷ The program was designed to help homeowners in distress and set out qualification requirements.⁸ The combination of these aimless requirements, poor accessibility, and ill-conceived incentives, amongst other things, proved to limit the program’s availability to homeowners throughout the United States.⁹

HAMP assisted homeowners by effectuating a decrease in their mortgage payments.¹⁰ Rather than the original mortgage payment plans, under HAMP, homeowners’ payments were capped at a percentage of their respective incomes.¹¹ Nevertheless, not

---

⁴ See Coco, supra note 2, at 421–22.
⁸ The requirements included, amongst other things, homeowners to be facing a long-term hardship, be behind on mortgage payments or likely to fall behind, have a mortgage that originated before January 1, 2009, and have adequate income. The program demanded additional requirements such as maximum limits on the amount a homeowner could owe under the program in addition to proof that modified payments could be made on a timely basis. See Loan Modification Programs: How to Qualify and Apply, HOMEOWNERSHIP, http://www.homeownership.org/foreclosure-help/loan-modification-programs/ [https://perma.cc/E6VD-G3X9].
⁹ See HAMP: Home Loan Modification Program Information, ZILLOW, http://www.zillow.com/mortgage-learning/hamp/ [https://perma.cc/TV8Z-R34Z] (last visited Mar. 26, 2018) (Homeowners must “[o]we a maximum of $729,750 on [their] primary residence or single-unit rental property or up to $934,200 on a two-unit rental property (the government sets higher limits for rental properties with more units) . . . [h]ave enough documented income that [they] could pay [their] mortgage[s] if [they] w[ere] modified . . . show that they are facing ‘serious’ financial hardship such as a loss in income, illness or a divorce that puts them at risk of defaulting on their mortgage,” and “[t]hey must prove this hardship with documentation and sign an affidavit to that effect.”); see also David Dayen, The Government Program That Failed Homeowners, GUARDIAN (Mar. 30, 2015, 10:00 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/money/2014/mar/30/government-program-save-homes-mortgages-failure-banks [https://perma.cc/F8Q6-UHGH]; Lisa Prevost, A Loan Modification Program’s Limited Reach, N.Y. TIMES: REAL ESTATE (May 8, 2015), https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/10/realestate/concerns-about-hamp-loan-modification-program.html [https://perma.cc/VJ8V-7B26].
¹¹ Id.
everyone eligible for the program qualified for a modification.\textsuperscript{12} Eligible homeowners were placed in a Trial Period Plan (TPP) in which they were required to make modified, reduced payments for a period of three months.\textsuperscript{13} At the end of the TPP, banks and servicers had the discretion to offer a permanent modification.\textsuperscript{14} Although incentives existed for the bank and/or servicer such as “a $1,000 payment for each permanent modification,”\textsuperscript{15} the modification was not always implemented, leaving the homeowner with few to no options other than foreclosure.\textsuperscript{16}

HAMP proved ineffective in reaching homeowners who needed assistance. HAMP’s original goal was to restructure three to four million homeowner mortgages by the program’s original deadline of December 31, 2012; however, as of December 2016, HAMP assisted just 1.6 million homeowners with permanent loan modifications.\textsuperscript{17} This note suggests transforming the program’s strategy by building upon the small areas in which the program had seen success and re-implementing a revolutionized program utilizing the remaining budget. Congress should reinvent HAMP while strengthening the series of guidelines within HAMP, replacing them with mandates. In order to create an effective program, Congress must focus on establishing a program with the following five key principles: efficiency, affordability, accessibility, accountability, and enforceability. These principles, focused on both independently and collectively, will help replace the cracked foundation HAMP was built on, paving the way for an effective HAMP.

Part I of this note provides a brief overview of HAMP and the implications of its guidelines. Part II evaluates previous programs, discusses the various claims brought by homeowners, and recounts significant judicial decisions that strengthened the program by filling some of the holes within the overall plan. But HAMP ultimately failed and Part III reviews its failures,


\textsuperscript{13} See id. at *1.

\textsuperscript{14} See Young v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 717 F.3d 224, 229 (1st Cir. 2013).

\textsuperscript{15} Id.


\textsuperscript{17} Brookings Inst., \textsc{Homeownership Built to Last: Balancing Access, Affordability, and Risk After the Housing Crisis} 423 (Eric S. Belsky, Christopher E. Herbert & Jennifer H. Molinsky eds., 2014); Merle, \textit{supra} note 16.
touching upon key sectors where the program fell short and the overall ineffectiveness of HAMP as a solution to the housing crisis. Part IV discusses the federal government’s plan for “Life After HAMP” and what has been implemented since HAMP’s expiration on December 31, 2016. This Part contrasts current implementations with proposed policies and discusses the possible effectiveness of these solutions. Part V proposes solutions to the lingering housing crisis and suggests legislative implementations that should be adopted to improve the effectiveness and establish a workable plan for “Life After HAMP.” These congressional mandates will hold lenders accountable to complying homeowners, creating a more efficient, accessible, and effective program overall.

I. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE HOME AFFORDABLE MODIFICATION PROGRAM

The judicial system gave strength to homeowners’ rights under the HAMP program. Ever since the Secretary of the Treasury enacted HAMP, there has been litigation, especially stemming from the subsequent supplemental directives. The litigation typically was, and still is, targeted towards mortgage servicers that did not modify or renegotiate their clients’ loans under HAMP, choosing instead to foreclose upon the property. HAMP was one of two prongs of the Homeowner Affordable Stability Plan (HASP) created on February 18, 2009. HAMP came at a time when the U.S. economic collapse triggered the worst recession since the Great Depression. The collapse was caused by numerous factors, with a significant element being the composition of mortgage-backed securities being comprised of less restrictive loans. HAMP established a set of guidelines for servicers and lenders of mortgage loans to follow. These guidelines “require[d] any servicer of a loan guaranteed or owned by a government-sponsored entity or

18 See Making Home Affordable, supra note 5.
19 Marcantel, supra note 7, at 127.
20 See infra Part II.
21 Breck Robinson, An Overview of the Home Affordable Modification Program, CONSUMER COMPLIANCE OUTLOOK (2009), https://consumercomplianceoutlook.org/2009/third-quarter/q3_02/ [https://perma.cc/QEL7-VCSU] (last visited Mar. 26, 2018). The other prong being the Home Affordable Refinance Program (HARP), which was established “to help borrowers refinance distressed mortgage loans into new loans with lower rates.” Id.
23 See Marcantel, supra note 7, at 122.
insured or guaranteed by a government agency (GSE Loan) to comply with HAMP’s Supplemental Directives and Guidelines.” In essence, the guidelines prohibited foreclosure proceedings until modification eligibility for defaulting loans was assessed. This review applied to all GSE Loans irrespective of the servicers’ consent. Servicers play an integral part in the mortgage process, particularly by maintaining the distribution of payments from homeowners to investors. When homeowners fall behind on payments, servicers are tasked with handling the situation in favor of investors, implementing loss mitigation procedures such as a foreclosure action.

For non-GSEs, HAMP promoted, through incentives, a Servicer Provider Agreement (SPA) to be implemented by servicers. These agreements are contracts which necessitate compliance with HAMP guidelines in order to receive certain benefits in return. HAMP’s objective was to assist three to four million defaulting homeowners. By modifying their monthly payments, the goal was to allow more homeowners to remain in their homes rather than face foreclosure. HAMP alone committed $75 billion in incentives to loan investors, servicers, and homeowners in an effort to meet the program’s goals. Securitization of mortgages held by non-GSEs lends to the difficulty of modifying loans that are no longer held by the servicer but rather held by investors. This difficulty explains the difference in the loan modification review guarantee by GSEs and the lack of guarantee by non-GSEs.

In the first year of its operations through March 2010, HAMP produced 230,801 permanent modifications. Yet at the

---

24 Id. at 124.
25 Id. at 124–25.
26 Id.
27 Robinson, supra note 21; see also Suzanne Kapner, The Role of Mortgage Servicers, FIN. TIMES (June 15, 2010), https://www.ft.com/content/59a6f4fc-78af-11df-a312-00144feabdc0 [https://perma.cc/A7WZ-GSZU].
28 See Robinson, supra note 21.
29 See Marcantel, supra note 7, at 125.
30 Id.
33 Id. at 9.
34 Robinson, supra note 21.
same time, the program experienced significant issues. In June 2012, HAMP was significantly revised to both expand its scope and address issues that arose in its early years. Throughout the lifetime of the program, many changes, such as streamline modifications, were made through supplemental directives issued by the Secretary of the Treasury.

It is important to recognize that HAMP was an administrative program created pursuant to the EESA and not a codified statute. The lack of codification hindered participation in HAMP by allowing for involvement to be voluntary and for the guidelines to act simply as recommendations. Furthermore, “[HAMP did] not provide any express right of action in favor of borrowers (including the only provision of the Act that expressly deals with judicial review), and no language in the Act indicate[d] a congressional intent to create such a right.” Through the development of several key court cases, borrowers began experiencing a stronger HAMP, but a HAMP that still fell short of its goals.

II. EARLY PROGRAMS, THE BEGINNING OF HAMP, AND THE LITIGATION THAT FOLLOWED

An evaluation of prior initiatives illustrates the few lessons HAMP learned from the initiatives’ failures. First announced in December 2007 by Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson, an early plan was the Streamlined Foreclosure and Loss Avoidance Framework program. The program, which

See Dayen, supra note 9; see also Snyder, supra note 1 (listing twenty-seven statistics that illustrate the seriousness of the housing crisis and the nationwide mortgage problems HAMP faced).


Id. at 39; see also Andrew Jakabovics, Called to the Carpet, CENTER FOR AMERICAN PROGRESS (July 28, 2009, 9:00 AM), https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/economy/news/2009/07/28/6461/called-to-the-carpet/ [https://perma.cc/9KAY-93YI].

Schehr & Mitchell, supra note 39, at 39.

See infra Section II.B.

Robinson, supra note 21; see also AMERICAN SECURITIZATION FORUM, STREAMLINED FORECLOSURE AND LOSS AVOIDANCE FRAMEWORK FOR SECURITIZED
“applie[d] to all first lien subprime residential adjustable rate mortgage [l] loans,” was established in order to minimize the number of delinquencies and foreclosures among homeowners possessing securitized mortgages. Under this plan, the “mortgage servicers would be encouraged to initiate communication with subprime borrowers and to voluntarily modify their mortgages. Specifically, servicers were encouraged to modify mortgages by freezing the homeowner’s introductory interest rate for five years.” In addition to restrictions on eligibility for the plan, major obstacles stood in the way of the participating servicers. But this plan was not equipped to handle the growing mortgage crisis, thus overshadowing any positive impact of the program.

Shortly after the announcement of the Streamlined Foreclosure and Loss Avoidance Framework program, the George W. Bush Administration introduced the FHASecure program in August 2007. Being the first major refinance program implemented by the administration, it targeted homeowners of subprime adjustable-rate loans who experienced substantial increases in their monthly mortgage payments. The program was unsuccessful, suffering not only because of its voluntary participation, but also because it forced servicers to take write-downs, causing them to reject the program entirely. By the end of 2008, the program had only assisted 4,200 homeowners, resulting in the program’s termination.

Following the failures of the Streamlined Foreclosure and Loss Avoidance Framework program and the FHASecure program, “the Bush Administration announced the creation of the Hope for Homeowners Program on October 1, 2008.” This program was created to address the failures of previous initiatives, allowing homeowners to work with the Federal

---

44 See id. at 1, 6.
45 Robinson, supra note 21.
46 See id.
48 Patricia A. McCoy, Barriers to Foreclosure Prevention During the Financial Crisis, 55 ARIZ. L. REV 723, 731 (2013).
49 Id.
50 Id.
51 Id.
52 See 12 U.S.C. § 1715z-23 (2012); see also Robinson, supra note 21.
Housing Administration in refinancing their mortgages. Similar to the previous program “servicers had to first write down the principal, this time to no more than 96.5% ... of [the] appraised value.” In addition to writing down the principal, servicers paid a mandatory premium and forfeited certain additional fees from the mortgagors. But these terms were viewed as being “no more attractive to servicers than going to foreclosure.” The failure to create an enticing program for servicers resulted in the program failing, leaving homeowners with little to no help. By May 2009, the program had assisted only one homeowner in refinancing into a Hope for Homeowners Program loan.

Enacted shortly before HAMP was the Streamlined Modification Program. This program “use[d] an affordability measure to modify mortgages held by government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs). To quickly modify mortgages at risk of default, the program modifie[d] first liens to reduce the homeowner’s front-end DTI [(debt-to-income)] ratio to 38 percent.” If the DTI was still in excess of 38 percent, the program enabled servicers to reduce the interest rate on the mortgage in increments of 0.125 percent. Servicers had one alternative: postponing mortgagors’ payments on a portion of the principal, resulting in an inevitable “extra” balloon payment for the mortgagor. Typically, balloon payments are significantly greater than a homeowner’s previous mortgage payments, sometimes reaching “as high as hundreds of thousands of dollars.” Many homeowners, particularly ones facing foreclosure, cannot afford such a large principal payment. In fact, due to the financial constraints, rather than fulfilling all of these payments, mortgagors typically sell their homes. Balloon payments are not ideal during a period where home values are
decreasing, therefore incorporating such payments into a solution can be problematic.

The government had good reason to create programs with tough terms due to the declining housing market. “[R]efinancing underwater loans at the full appraised value would have eventually saddled the government with unwanted losses while rewarding lenders and investors for making inflated loans.” This potential burden explains the resistance illustrated by servicers and investors to swallow the losses themselves through compliance with the loan modification programs initiated prior to HAMP.

Unlike previous programs, “HAMP require[d] all banks and lending institutions accepting funding from the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP)” to implement loan modifications for loans that were eligible under the HAMP guidelines. As with previous programs, institutions not receiving such funding had full discretion whether to fulfill qualifying loan modifications. The more attractive financial incentives to servicers and investors allowed HAMP to reach more homeowners—modifying a greater number of home loans than any program enacted before it, unfortunately, an unimpressive feat considering the dismal failures of earlier programs.

A. The Claims That Failed and Those That Strengthened Homeowners’ Rights

The explosion of litigation since the initiation of HAMP has resulted in differing opinions among the courts on how to approach various claims brought by homeowners regarding HAMP. Plaintiffs have brought suits stemming from theories of direct liability, contract, tort, equal credit opportunity, and even constitutional theories, the suits resulting in mixed opinions by the courts.

In some of the earliest lawsuits regarding HAMP, homeowners argued servicers could be held directly liable for violating the terms of supplemental directives issued by the

---

66 Id.
67 McCoy, supra note 48, at 732.
68 See id.
69 See Robinson, supra note 21.
70 Id.
72 See generally Schehr & Mitchell, supra note 39 (discussing the various legal theories homeowners brought against banks and servicers).
73 See id. at 39–41.
As discussed in Part I, however, “HAMP [was] not a federal statute or regulation, and the program [was] not codified in any public law.”

Under HAMP, it is generally recognized that there exists no private right of action, therefore suits have been unsuccessful under the direct liability theory.

Some HAMP plaintiffs have chosen to assert tort-based claims of negligence or fraud. The majority of courts have rejected borrowers’ attempts to pursue these tort-based claims, citing a failure to establish a duty of care between the borrower and servicer. In Parks v. BAC Home Loan Servicing, LP, the plaintiff claimed the mortgage servicer committed “negligence per se” by not satisfying the HAMP requirements. But the court dismissed the negligence claim, finding it was “nothing more than the rebuffed theory that HAMP creates a cause of action,” and reaffirming the notion that HAMP does not create a private cause of action in favor of borrowers.

Furthermore, some plaintiffs have claimed that mortgage servicers violated the Equal Credit Opportunity Act by discriminating against them, favoring some applications over others, and in doing so, failing to offer a loan modification following a TPP agreement. In Willis v. Countrywide Home Loan Servicing, LP, plaintiff Winfield Willis, representing himself, alleged that his loan modification application was not considered to the same degree as nonminority applications. The court cited Willis’ failure to support his claims of racial

---

74 See id. at 39.
75 Schehr & Mitchell, supra note 39, at 39.
78 See Miller v. CitiMortgage, Inc., 970 F. Supp. 2d 568 (N.D. Tex. 2013) (dismissing borrower’s negligence claim based on servicer’s misrepresentations, concluding that the servicer owed no duty to the borrower); see also Parks, 825 F. Supp. 2d at 716; Stolba, 2011 WL 3444078 at *1; Clay v. First Horizon Home Loan Corp., 392 S.W.3d 72, 79 (Tenn. Ct. App. 2012).
79 Parks, 825 F. Supp. 2d at 716.
80 Id.
discrimination, finding them to be “too conclusory and speculative” and awarded summary judgment to the servicer.84

Additionally, some plaintiffs attempted to raise constitutional challenges in response to servicers failing to issue loan modifications. In Williams v. Geithner, plaintiffs alleged “a violation of their constitutional right to procedural due process . . . [claiming] the history and requirements of the HAMP demonstrate that Congress intended to provide a particular benefit to homeowners facing foreclosure, and, therefore, Defendants are required to provide that benefit in accordance with Plaintiffs’ constitutional rights.”85 The court ruled against the plaintiffs though, finding that HAMP “did not intend to create a property interest in loan modification[]” plans for defaulting homeowners.86

Constitutional issues have not only been raised but have played integral parts in litigation. The Minnesota Supreme Court held that HAMP did not impliedly preempt a Minnesota statute, or violate other constitutional provisions in its decision in Gretsch v. Vantium Capital, Inc.87 The court reasoned that the lack of a federal cause of action to force HAMP directives did not prohibit a state from providing a private cause of action.88 Constitutional claims continued to be raised throughout the operation of HAMP, most of which were either dismissed by the courts or amended under other causes of action.89

Numerous claims, stemming from HAMP, failed over the duration of the program; however, the prolific number of lawsuits gave HAMP plaintiffs insight as to which claims might survive the pleading stage.90 HAMP, lacking codification, stands starkly juxtaposed with other federal statutes and regulations which clearly provide liability for failure to comply.91 Although

84 Id. at *24.
86 Id. at *17; see also Huxtable v. Geithner, No. 09cv1846 BTM (WVG), 2010 WL 11570882, at *14 (S.D. Cal. Sept. 2, 2010) (“Congress did not intend to create an entitlement or protected property interest in HAMP modifications.”).
88 Id.
90 See supra notes 73–89 and accompanying text.
91 See, e.g., Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1681n(a) (2012) (“Any person who willfully fails to comply with any requirement imposed under this subchapter with respect to any consumer is liable to that consumer . . . .”).
HAMP remained an incentive-based program throughout its duration, some litigation helped create a foundation for homeowners to stand on, one which it lacked upon initiation.92

Some of the lawsuits brought against lenders and servicers under HAMP were successful. Two theories, brought by borrowers approved for TPPs, were based on third-party-beneficiary and breach of contract.93 “Plaintiffs often claim that they are third-party intended beneficiaries of the [Servicer Participation Agreement (SPA)] and, therefore, have standing to sue for a purported violation of the SPA.”94 The SPA, a form contract issued by the government and distributed to servicers as a template, specifies thirty-six pages worth of information regarding the agreement between the two parties.95 A few years after HAMP was enacted, borrowers began to experience some success claiming liability through a breach of contract claim, arguing that a mortgage servicer that fails to offer a permanent loan modification following the successful completion of the TPP should be held liable.96

B. Specific Cases That Strengthened Homeowners’ Rights Within HAMP

Since the inception of HAMP, courts nationwide have seen an outpouring of lawsuits by borrowers based on loan servicers’ decisions to decline loan modifications under HAMP.97 Unsure of how to address the groundswell of lawsuits and various claims, courts in the early years of HAMP often dismissed claims.98 As litigation continued over the years, some district courts began giving new meaning to allegations brought against servicers and investors involving HAMP.99 Eventually, court decisions gave new life to HAMP and hope for borrowers, beginning with the landmark decision in Wigod v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.100

---

92 See Schehr & Mitchell, supra note 39, at 38.
93 See Wigod v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 673 F.3d 547 (7th Cir. 2012); Miller v. Chase Home Fin., LLC, 677 F.3d 1113, 1116 (11th Cir. 2012).
94 Schehr & Mitchell, supra note 39, at 40.
95 Id. at 39; see also COMMITMENT TO PURCHASE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT AND SERVICER PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT, https://www.hmpadmin.com/portal/programa/ docs/hamp_servicer/servicerparticipationagreement.pdf [https://perma.cc/8325-4YK8].
97 See supra Section II.A.
98 See supra Section II.A.
99 See supra notes 93–96 and accompanying text.
100 Wigod v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 673 F.3d 547 (7th Cir. 2012).
1. Wigod v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.

In 2012, the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit ruled that a homeowner within HAMP could maintain a private cause of action against lenders or servicers under specified circumstances.\(^1\) The court in *Wigod* held that borrowers that entered into a TPP under HAMP are in direct privity with their servicer and can bring a claim for relief when the servicer fails to fulfill the terms of the TPP.\(^2\) The homeowner in *Wigod* submitted financials to the servicer and requested a HAMP modification.\(^3\) The homeowner was offered a HAMP modification and received a TPP based on her financials.\(^4\) In the agreement signed by both parties prior to the TPP taking effect, the plan clearly stated that the servicer would offer her a permanent modification after all payments were made and if all representations made during the modification process remained current and accurate.\(^5\) But following the TPP, the homeowner was not offered a permanent modification and she filed suit.\(^6\) After evaluating both arguments, the court stated “[h]ere a reasonable person in Wigod’s position would read the TPP as a definite offer to provide a permanent modification that she could accept so long as she satisfied the conditions.”\(^7\) The court ruled in Wigod’s favor, reversing the district court ruling, *inter alia*, on the contract claim.\(^8\) The decision in *Wigod* was a huge victory for borrowers, giving plaintiffs reaching the TPP stage of a modification some ground to stand upon while also lending courts a potentially new avenue in which to rule.\(^9\) Prior to the *Wigod* decision, courts agreed that HAMP did not give borrowers a private cause of action against the lender or servicer if after the duration of a TPP they did not approve a loan modification.\(^10\) As the court in *Brown v. Bank of N.Y. Mellon* stated, “[a]ll of the district courts that have considered the [breach of contract] issue have held

---

\(^1\) See id. at 576.
\(^2\) Id. at 562 (“In more abstract terms, then, when Wells Fargo executed the TPP, its terms included a unilateral offer to modify Wigod’s loan conditioned on her compliance with the stated terms of the bargain.”).
\(^3\) Id. at 558.
\(^4\) Id.
\(^5\) Id. at 558, 560.
\(^6\) Id. at 558–90.
\(^7\) Id. at 562.
\(^8\) Id. at 586.
\(^9\) See *infra* notes 126–132 and accompanying text.
that homeowners do not have a private right of action under HAMP for denial of a loan modification.” Post Wigod, courts began “reviewing trial period plans,” between borrower and servicers, more closely.

Interpretations of the Wigod holding have varied. In some instances, where the TPP was not signed by the servicer, courts refused to rule in favor of the borrower. Alternatively, the Sutcliffe v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. court found “the reasoning of Wigod . . . to be persuasive,” concluding there to be a sufficient allegation of mutual assent when the TPP agreement was not signed by the servicer. While others, agreeing with the holding in Wigod, have dug deeper into the facts by distinguishing the language within the respective TPPs. Although some rulings that followed still varied, Wigod gave much needed strength to homeowners seeking qualification under HAMP, especially for borrowers that were able to reach the TPP stage of a loan modification.

Under HAMP, a homeowner that met the qualifications for a loan modification was first placed on a TPP for a short duration, often no longer than three months. As a New Jersey appellate court noted in a later opinion, citing the Seventh Circuit’s ruling in Wigod, “[e]ven though there is no private cause of action under HAMP, a mortgagor may nonetheless assert a common-law contract claim based on a bank’s failure to honor promises made in a HAMP [TPP] Agreement.” This holding solidifies the notion that if all payments during the TPP are made on time and the rest


112 See What’s Good Following Wigod?, WELTMAN, WEINBERG & REIS CO., LPA (Feb. 6, 2013), http://www.weltman.com/?t=40&an=40059&format=xml&p=8082 [https://perma.cc/6U3P-6EZ3].


115 Sutcliffe, 283 F.R.D. at 545, 551–52.


of the TPP requirements are fulfilled, the homeowner will possess rights to a permanent modification agreement.\textsuperscript{119}

2. Young v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.

The trend continued and a year after the landmark decision in \textit{Wigod}, the United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit held that a servicer may be held liable for failing to convert a trial loan modification to a permanent modification in a timely manner.\textsuperscript{120} In \textit{Young v. Wells Fargo Bank}, the lender refused to provide a permanent modification agreement by the modification effective date after the borrower fulfilled the TPP.\textsuperscript{121} The “[borrower] asserted several claims, including breach of contract, breach of good faith and fair dealing, and violation of [the State Unfair Debt Collection Practices Act]” (UDCPA) under Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 93A.\textsuperscript{122} “The District Court dismissed Young’s claims, and she appealed to the First Circuit.”\textsuperscript{123} Reversing the dismissal, the First Circuit noted that the fulfillment of a borrower’s obligations under the TPP would require Wells Fargo to offer a permanent modification under the terms agreed upon in the TPP.\textsuperscript{124}

Following the \textit{Wigod} and \textit{Young} holdings, courts have been more inclined to declare a breach of contract “when a borrower fully complies with a trial period plan and the servicer fails to timely offer a permanent modification consistent with servicing guidelines.”\textsuperscript{125} A flood of victories was not necessarily evident following both \textit{Young} and \textit{Wigod}. Rather, the cases demonstrate a “common thread . . . that situation-specific facts are critical” to the borrower’s case, preventing the floodgates of class actions from opening.\textsuperscript{126}

\textsuperscript{119} See id. at 22–23.
\textsuperscript{121} Young, 717 F.3d at 234, 230; see also Housekeeping Report, supra note 120.
\textsuperscript{122} Young, 717 F.3d at 234, 228; see also Housekeeping Report, supra note 120.
\textsuperscript{123} Id.
\textsuperscript{124} See Young, 717 F.3d at 234, 242.
\textsuperscript{125} See Housekeeping Report, supra note 120.
\textsuperscript{126} Neil Jonas & Cory Howard, Essay, Avoiding Liability for Mortgage Lenders and Servicers Under HAMP and State Consumer Protection Laws During the Mortgage Modification Process, 1 \textsc{s}uffolK \textsc{u. L. Rev. Online} 83 (Nov. 15, 2013), http://suffolklawreview.org/jonas-hamp/ [https://perma.cc/MNF8-A58P] (“[T]he same situationally specific facts, which are necessary components of a well-pleaded complaint seeking lender liability, also cut against the possibility of creating a class of similarly situated plaintiffs harmed by the loan-modification process.”).

In Arias v. Elite Mortgage Group, Inc., the first reported New Jersey case on this issue, “[t]he [trial court found] that the TPP . . . was not a binding contract to modify the [borrower’s] loan.”\textsuperscript{127} The issue before the court was whether the lender would be bound by a written TPP which allowed the borrower to make three reduced monthly mortgage payments as a requirement of the TPP.\textsuperscript{128} The court examined whether the TPP constituted a unilateral offer by the lender contingent on the borrower complying with the requirements within the TPP.\textsuperscript{129} Further the court stated that “case law suggests that an agreement that purports to bind a debtor to make payments while leaving the mortgage company free to give her nothing in return might violate the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act.”\textsuperscript{130} The court cited Wigod to support its holding that “even though there is no private cause of action under HAMP, a mortgagor may nonetheless assert a common-law contract claim based on a bank’s failure to honor promises made in a HAMP Trial Period Plan Agreement.”\textsuperscript{131} The court noted that Wigod rejected any argument that a TPP lacked consideration, as a borrower’s obligation to submit additional financial information and submit to counseling would be sufficient.\textsuperscript{132} Regrettably, the borrowers in Arias failed to make the required payments under the TPP, leading to the appellate court’s decision to affirm the trial court’s ruling in favor of the lender.\textsuperscript{133} Arias set precedent in New Jersey holding that HAMP does not prohibit a borrower from asserting a breach of contract claim under state law. This decision came at a time where courts throughout the country went both ways on the issue.\textsuperscript{134}


Shortly after Arias, the New Jersey Superior Court, Appellate Division was again asked to address whether a
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borrower under HAMP could sustain claims against a servicer for denying to modify his or her mortgage following the TPP. The Miller v. Bank of Am. Home Loan Servicing, L.P. court did not stray from Arias, stating that “borrowers should not be denied the opportunity to assert claims alleging a lender failed to comply with its stated obligations under the TPP.” The court further held that as long as all terms of the TPP are fulfilled by the borrower, then “the specific terms of the TPP govern the parties’ agreement.” It is important to note, however, that the court did not suggest that the “temporary payment under any TPP will necessarily become the adjusted rate in a modification agreement” and, therefore, the adjusted rate calculated by the lender may differ from the TPP payment. Following the rulings in Arias and Miller, a party may bring a common-law breach of contract action based on a lender denying modification, thus taking away much of the lender’s discretion after a borrower fulfills the required terms of the TPP.

HAMP litigation has continued even after the program’s expiration. As the Treasury continues to roll out new initiatives, homeowners will likely continue to allege legal wrongdoing against mortgage investors and servicers. HAMP litigation has helped clarify the duties of servicers and investors and established some guidance for plaintiffs looking to hold servicers accountable. The resulting HAMP precedent benefitted servicers who developed “a road map of how to defend against these claims.” Despite these defensive roadmaps, litigating remains a useful tool to homeowners trying to keep their homes. Courts have illustrated a greater inclination to enforce HAMP when borrowers claim non-compliance. Due in part to the more favorable precedent supporting borrower claims and potentially because “judges who routinely decide foreclosure cases” have gained a greater understanding of HAMP making
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them better equipped to handle the issues surrounding HAMP related cases.\textsuperscript{145}

III. HOW HAMP HAS FAILED

HAMP “seems to have created more litigation than it has happy homeowners.”\textsuperscript{146} The program failed to meet its objective of helping homeowners facing foreclosure and instead has largely benefitted financial institutions, leaving most of the problems it set out to fix, or at least significantly improve, still looming over the housing market.\textsuperscript{147} The government’s use of HAMP to simply encourage mortgage companies to assist borrowers rather than mandate assistance is largely to blame.\textsuperscript{148} When the program was first announced by President Obama on February 18, 2009, “he promised it would assist [three] to [four] million homeowners to modify their loans [in order] to avoid foreclosure.”\textsuperscript{149} As of December 2015, “less than [one] million borrowers have received ongoing assistance [with] nearly one in three re-default[ing] after receiving inadequate modifications.”\textsuperscript{150} “[Six] million families lost their homes [in foreclosure] over the same time period.”\textsuperscript{151}

HAMP’s failure is primarily a result of its poor strategy and design.\textsuperscript{152} Rather than stimulating the housing market by distributing resources directly to the borrowers, it gave the funds to mortgage servicing companies with simple guidelines, leaving mortgage companies to ultimately decide when, how, and why they should issue assistance to borrowers.\textsuperscript{153} Leaving such discretion in the hands of for-profit mortgage companies built a foundation that was ready to crack from the start.
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HAMP simply encouraged banks and servicers to conduct loan modifications for struggling homeowners.\textsuperscript{154} There exists a large difference between urging banks and servicers to take certain actions and forcing them to implement change. Even after a homeowner fulfilled all payments of a TPP, “provid\[ed\] the necessary supporting documentation, and maintain[ed] eligibility, . . . the servicer should offer the borrower a permanent loan modification” but did not necessarily have to.\textsuperscript{155} The Wigod holding helped alleviate some of this burden upon the borrower, but not all courts followed suit.\textsuperscript{156} In addition, court decisions were based on specific facts, preventing borrowers from bringing a class action lawsuit which would have significantly reduced the financial burden on plaintiffs seeking justice.\textsuperscript{157} “Although HAMP never covered the entire mortgage marketplace, HAMP’s failure to reach its intended scale has one root cause: massive servicer noncompliance.”\textsuperscript{158} The program never reached the promised number of homeowners and instead fell far short of this goal, having only lowered mortgage payments for about 1.6 million borrowers as of the end of 2016.\textsuperscript{159} Even after the government extended HAMP application deadlines on multiple occasions, the results were still lackluster.\textsuperscript{160} According to the Office of the Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program, “extending HAMP’s timeframe without eliminating the barriers homeowners face will not increase HAMP’s effectiveness.”\textsuperscript{161} The government has spent billions of taxpayer dollars on an ineffective program, yet of the $29.8 billion used to fund HAMP, $18.5 billion remained unspent as of June 30, 2015.\textsuperscript{162}
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HAMP left many homeowners in foreclosure rather than fulfilling its goal of relieving the majority of them from inevitable foreclosure.\footnote{See Marcantel, supra note 7, at 126–27.} “Servicers have denied an alarmingly high number of applications for the Home Affordable Mortgage Program, with only 30 [percent] of homeowners who applied for HAMP getting in.”\footnote{Brena Swanson, SIGTARP Report Reveals Massive Failure of HAMP, HOUSINGWIRE (July 29, 2015), http://www.housingwire.com/articles/34609-sigtarp-report-reveals-massive-failure-of-hamp [https://perma.cc/A6XK-KEPG].} As of April 2015, JPMorgan Chase Bank, Citibank, and Bank of America had all turned down at least 80 percent of HAMP applications, leaving a majority of HAMP applicants with no economic alternatives.\footnote{Id.} It is important to note, however, that denials for reasons in control of the homeowner are included in this percentage.\footnote{See Colin Robertson, Four Million Homeowners Denied HAMP Loan Modifications, More Changes Coming?, THE TRUTH ABOUT MORTGAGE (July 30, 2015), http://www.thetruthaboutmortgage.com/four-million-homeowners-denied-hamp-loan-modifications-more-changes-coming/ [https://perma.cc/YH74-J27Z] (Some reasons behind denials are (1) the homeowner’s application was “incomplete” (2) the homeowner withdrew the HAMP application or “failed to accept” an offered HAMP trial, (3) the homeowner’s income fell outside of HAMP eligibility.).} Even if homeowners received modifications through HAMP, the modifications often did not alleviate many of the financial hardships experienced by homeowners.\footnote{See Dayen, supra note 9 (“Around 28% of all modified loans have slipped back into default, including nearly half of those loans modified back in 2009 at the height of the foreclosure crisis.”).} On average, “HAMP modifications reduced monthly mortgage payments to [31 percent] of gross monthly income.”\footnote{Braucher, supra note 35, at 729.} The modifications “left borrowers with high overall debt-to-income ratios, did not require reduction of loan principal even for those owing much more than the value of their homes, and used primarily temporary interest rate breaks, resulting in a high risk of redefault.”\footnote{Id.}

Of significant issue during the existence of HAMP were widespread inconsistencies in the modification process.\footnote{See Raduege, supra note 12 at *2.} Many homeowners entered into TPPs and did not receive permanent HAMP modifications following the completion of the trials.\footnote{See id.} Homeowners, fulfilling the obligations of their TPPs, have sued in response to being denied for permanent modification, typically asserting breach of contract claims.\footnote{Id.} In response to these claims:
courts have [often] disallowed [them] holding, for example, that TPP agreements do not promise permanent modifications, their terms are not sufficiently definite, the homeowners do not give adequate consideration, the TPP is not effective without the servicer’s signature, there was a failure of a condition, that enforcement is barred by the statute of frauds, or that specific factual circumstances warranted a finding that a contract either did not exist or that it was not breached.\textsuperscript{173}

The numerous homeowners that failed to qualify for HAMP are left with poor alternatives that put extreme strain on the homeowners’ livelihoods. One option is for the homeowner to short sell their home.\textsuperscript{174} A second is for the homeowner to “giv[e] the home back to the lender via a ‘deed-in-lieu of foreclosure.’”\textsuperscript{175} A more ideal alternative, but one that is potentially difficult for homeowners to achieve, is receiving a forbearance, which results in the lender reducing or suspending the homeowner’s loan payments.\textsuperscript{176} This suspension typically lasts for up to ninety days, allowing the homeowner more time to gather the required payment amounts.\textsuperscript{177} Alternatively, some homeowners may attempt to find suitable tenants who will rent their homes, allowing them to pay down the mortgage through rental income.\textsuperscript{178} Lastly, homeowners sometimes turned to bankruptcy courts for help.\textsuperscript{179} These courts have played a significant role in helping homeowners when HAMP failed to improve their situation.\textsuperscript{180}

HAMP proved to be a poor alternative to homeowners facing foreclosure, often resulting in simply delaying the imminent foreclosure process.\textsuperscript{181} HAMP’s overall poor strategy and design resulted in high rates of denial for borrowers seeking modification.\textsuperscript{182} Many borrowers turned to the courts and expensive litigation for assistance.\textsuperscript{183} While Congress watched from afar, some courts gave life to borrowers’ claims, but the
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inconsistency in these decisions proved detrimental to the very borrowers that HAMP was intended to help.184

IV. LIFE AFTER HAMP

“On Dec[ember] 31, 2016, the government’s Home Affordable Modification Program . . . [came to an] end” with no expectation of an extension.185 The program’s expiration may result in significant consumer harm if the government fails to strategically implement loss mitigation programs that encompass solutions to the exact problems that arose during the housing crisis.186 The Treasury, Department of Housing and Urban Development, and the Federal Housing Finance Agency stated prior to the program’s end that, “while these programs are set to end this year, the government plans to continue working with the mortgage industry on various loss-mitigation programs moving forward, but caution that the industry needs to be prepared to do more moving forward.”187 For the purposes of preventing future foreclosure crises, the agencies cited the importance of several principles that they believe should establish the foundation for future programs in the loss mitigation sector.188 These “guiding principles” include: “accessibility, affordability, sustainability, transparency, and accountability.”189

The government remained cautiously optimistic as the program came to an end, with strong hope that the industry could learn from past mistakes and simplify the modification process.190 “According to the agencies, other pieces of the infrastructure supported by MHA and HAMP, such as requirements to offer post-modification counseling, third-party escalation centers, and public reporting of modification and servicer performance will also be phased out, or provided on a limited basis depending on investor or servicer.”191 The Treasury has since created a series of measures for the years following the
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expiration of HAMP. The programs, in the process of being implemented, include “a principal reduction alternative, a first and second lien modification program, and post modification counseling, [which will lend] assist[ance to] struggling borrowers and prevent them from defaulting or [in some cases] re-defaulting.” 192 The government did not seem concerned with the end of HAMP and expressed high hope for the planned measures following HAMP’s end. A program viewed largely as a complete failure paves an even rockier road for the time period following.

V. SOLUTIONS TO HAMP

A. Non-HAMP Alternatives

A significant issue HAMP faced during its lifetime was the fact that it was not only implementing a program, but it was also trying to fix the mortgage business. One proposed solution is “eliminat[ing] government-sponsored Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, which currently own or guarantee nine out of every [ten] new mortgages on behalf of the government.” 193 Eliminating the two dominant mortgage holders in the industry would place the “responsibility for buying mortgages and packaging them into [sellable] bundles” on “private financial firms.” 194 Keeping both Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac in the market is allowing them, and essentially the government, to shoulder the majority of the risk of new mortgages. 195 This solution is flawed, however, because allowing private investors to shoulder the burden is what brought on the mortgage crisis in the first place. The key is to spread the burden and regulate the market, preventing private investors from making unrealistic investments in thousands of mortgages that are likely to fail. Careful regulation may reduce the chances of a future mortgage crisis; however, a program designed with the average American borrower in mind is what will alleviate the current problem.

B. Rebuilding HAMP from the Ground Up

Much of HAMP, as well as other past initiatives, has lacked core principles such as efficiency, affordability,
accessibility, accountability, and enforceability.196 These five values should form the foundation of most, if not all, government programs designed to better the general welfare and assist those in need. Building a foundation upon these principles will lend greater support to the main goal of HAMP: effectiveness.

As of June 30, 2015, “$18.5 billion . . . remain[ed] unspent and available for HAMP [initiatives].”197 This amount is not only significant, it is adequate to fund a new program with the same goals as the original HAMP, but with a reinvented foundation built upon applicable principles. These funds were allocated for the development and implementation of HAMP; however, due likely in part to HAMP failing to reach the three to four million homeowners promised by the Treasury, significant funds have been left unused.198 A solution to the problems that HAMP has poorly addressed, primarily financial difficulties, will require substantial capital. Sufficient unused capital already budgeted by the Treasury will allow a solution, or a combination of solutions, to be seamlessly integrated without the need for additional funding from Congress.

A key element to an effective program is efficiency. Not only does efficiency reduce unneeded expenditures, it also creates ease on both ends of the transaction for both the borrowers and the lenders.199 “Loan modifications must be mandated for qualified homeowners facing hardship where the modification also produces more income for the investor than foreclosure.”200 Additionally, the “modification evaluation should be completed [prior to] foreclosure,” and if foreclosure has already been initiated before the homeowner applied for a loan modification, then “the foreclosure should be paused.”201 Initiating the modification evaluation prior to commencing foreclosure will prevent the homeowner and servicer from incurring foreclosure fees in a situation where foreclosure may never occur.202 Avoiding these unnecessary fees would better serve the parties by allocating those funds towards the modification plan. Additionally, homeowners typically oppose foreclosures, creating litigation that further depletes resources
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that could be allocated towards curing the initial issue—a defaulted mortgage.\textsuperscript{203}

Ensuring a modification evaluation is carried out in a timely manner will educate the homeowner on the reality of the situation, allowing them to understand whether foreclosure is the correct option or if a loan modification will allow them to remain without the risk of re-defaulting. This will not only speed up the modification evaluation, but it will prevent the servicer from pouring more resources into a foreclosure that may not ever occur.\textsuperscript{204}

Affordability on a national scale is essential to the solution. The little success HAMP has had is primarily through reducing re-default rates of its successful modifications. Keeping re-default rates low is essential to any loan modification program’s success. “National standards should follow HAMP’s template by requiring affordable monthly payments and prioritizing interest rate reduction and principal forgiveness for long-term sustainability.”\textsuperscript{205} Allowing access to a loan modification is only the first piece of the puzzle. Lenders must be tasked with correctly determining adequate payment plans that limit the chances of re-default by the homeowner and are fair to both the homeowner and the lender.\textsuperscript{206} Throughout the mortgage crisis, lenders have been viewed negatively as a result of ignoring HAMP’s guidelines and foreclosing on American homes.\textsuperscript{207} Rather than acting solely with their own interests in mind, lenders should approach homeowners as teammates, ready to assist them and with the goal of establishing affordable plans that are favorable and realistic for both parties. Re-defaulting not only creates hardships for the homeowners, but also results in foreclosure which can lead to significant troubles for lenders.\textsuperscript{208} Lenders continue to face many hardships when foreclosing upon homes, leading one to believe that foreclosure is not in the lenders’ best interest.\textsuperscript{209}

Throughout its duration, HAMP exemplified a program built with barriers, heavily restricting its accessibility. These superficial “barriers [have excluded] access for many homeowners [such as] those with second mortgage debt, extended unemployment, [and] subsequent hardships after
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modification.” \(^{210}\) Additionally, HAMP failed to adequately reach populations such as those lacking English proficiency. \(^{211}\) “Reaching homeowners in need requires expansive eligibility rules and additional assistance for certain populations.”\(^{212}\)

The mortgage crisis hit the nation as a whole, yet HAMP did not address the crisis on the same scale. In order to reach the millions of people the Treasury promised but failed to reach, homeowners across the nation must be educated about their rights and informed of the actions they can take to avoid foreclosure. The burden of educating homeowners must be placed on both lenders and servicers who have direct lines of communication with the struggling homeowners. Technological advances in communication and the spread of information should be utilized by the Treasury and lenders to reach the population that has been ignored throughout the lifetime of HAMP. For example, lenders and servicers should be required to hold both in-person and video conference outreach programs where homeowners can meet one-on-one with mortgage servicers. Such in-person programs were not held in six of the ten states most underserved by HAMP, even though previous outreach events demonstrated success.\(^{213}\) The Office of the Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program recommended that “the Treasury [...] hold additional and sustained public service campaigns [...] in all major cities and high foreclosure cities within the 10 HAMP-underserved states.”\(^{214}\) Additionally, servicers and lenders should be required to hold similar informative campaigns in order to receive the financial benefits included in HAMP participation.

A significant issue with the HAMP process was that once homeowners filed for a modification, they were often left unsure of their statuses. The “Treasury should hold servicers accountable for extensive delays, lost paperwork, and errors in calculating key eligibility factors such as income.”\(^{215}\) A lack of transparency between servicers and homeowners was prevalent during HAMP’s lifespan. Often homeowners were assigned TPPs only to find out at the end of the TPPs that they were denied permanent modification.\(^{216}\) Both transparency and accountability throughout the loan modification process are essential to a
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A successful program. Servicers should be held accountable to homeowners, ensuring that the homeowner is aware of what actions they are taking and when these actions are being made. The need for congressional mandates is essential:

Without strong mandates and real consequences for noncompliance, servicers will continue to implement modifications haphazardly or not at all, leaving the economy in a tailspin. Eligible homeowners must be able to rely directly on national servicing standards to save their homes from avoidable foreclosures.217

Real consequences would include measures such as reducing the “bonuses” received by lenders that are paid out when permanent modifications are made;218 as well as increasing fees and fines levied upon lenders that fail to comply or choose to implement abusive tactics that stretch the boundaries of the implemented guidelines. A lack of accountability results in a lack of protection, in this case, protection for the participants in which the program was designed.219 Holding lenders accountable will lend strength to a reinvented and newly implemented HAMP program, allowing for greater overall effectiveness and therefore noticeable improvement to the lingering housing crisis.

Courts were (and, regarding any lingering litigation since the end of the program, still are) left to interpret the guidelines of HAMP and enforce what they find the program supports.220 Homeowners should not be required to bring costly litigation and fill the courts’ dockets with disputes revolving around loan modifications. These homeowners turned to HAMP due to financial difficulties and, therefore, likely lack the funds needed to hire adequate representation. Therefore, homeowners should have the right to appeal modification decisions and obtain independent review of their applications. Furthermore, the guidelines established by the Treasury should be converted to mandates in exchange for the billions of dollars the Treasury has made available to banks and servicers.221 A task force or current government agency should be expanded and tasked to ensure that the billions of dollars in American taxes are used in an effective manner and any noncompliance is rigorously enforced. Given the level of authority the Treasury possesses, it should exercise its “power to permanently withhold TARP incentive payments from
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servicers who fail to [comply.]” Additionally, regulators should review servicing practices by posing as fictional homeowners attempting to apply for modification; this could assist in maintaining a higher level of compliance and overall effectiveness of the program. If the Treasury continues to fail in standing firmly and authoritatively behind its own programs, lenders and “servicers will have no reason to change.”

CONCLUSION

The U.S. recession destroyed the housing market and left the economy in shambles. The federal government was faced with one of the most serious structural problems the United States had ever faced. The federal government attempted to mask the severe and growing mortgage crisis with the issuance of weak mortgage servicing standards through the establishment of HAMP. The HAMP program was only an attempt at solving the ongoing mortgage crisis. The economy may be improving, but foreclosures are still occurring at an alarming rate.

The judicial system gave HAMP the strength the federal government failed to provide. It is not the duty of the courts to create law, but rather it is the duty of Congress to create laws that are effective at solving the issues they face. Now that HAMP has ended, there still exists a grave need for meaningful federal action on loan modifications. “Swift adoption of strong national servicing standards could still save many homes, preserve investments, and transform the servicing industry for the betterment of the market for decades to come.” The choice is left to the federal government. It can look at HAMP as its best effort or it can reinvent and reestablish the program by utilizing efficient programs that are not only accessible to the nation as a whole but hold lenders accountable for their actions. Through the adoption of strong national mortgage servicing standards, the mortgage crisis will finally be beaten in more ways than one.
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